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One of the major trends in the insurance sector has been the growth of banc assurance and with 

all insurers trying to expand their distribution reach as quickly as possible, tie-ups with banks 

affords a quick and effective way in order to reach customers. For banks operating on thin 

margins bancassurance offers fee income due to cross sales apart from increasing customer 

retention. Any good bancassurance strategy has to have technology to harness the benefits 

accruing from the tie-up. 

The growth of banc assurance in India 

From an unknown channel when the insurance sector opened up in India about ten years ago, 

bancassurance has now secured its position as a key distribution platform, and is widely 

attracting the attention of banks, insurers, regulators and policy planners. India is known for its 

large variety of banks and extensive branch networks, and over the last few years, these branches 

are increasingly being utilised to serve the insurance needs of over 400 million bank customers. 

Entering into Bancassurance 

There is no single way of entering into bancassurance, which is (best) for every insurer and every 

bank. As in all business situations, a proper strategic plan drafted according to the company 

internal and external environmental analysis and the objectives of the organization is necessary 

before any decision is taken. There are many ways of entering into bancassurance. The main 

scenarios are the following: 

 One party distribution channels gain access to the client base of the other party. This is 

the simplest form of bancassurance, but can be a missed opportunity. 

 A bank signs a distribution agreement with an insurance company, under which the bank 

will act as their appointed representative. With proper implementation this arrangement 

can lead to satisfactory results for both partners, while the financial investment required 

by the bank is relatively low. The products offered by the bank can be branded 

 A bank and an insurance company agree to have cross shareholdings between them. A 

member from each company might join the board of directors of the other company. The 

amount of interest aroused at board level and senior management level in each 
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organization can influence substantially the success of a bancassurance venture, 

especially under distribution agreements using multi distribution channels. 

 A bank wholly or partially acquires an insurance company. This is a major undertaking. 

The bank must carefully define in detail the ideal profile of the targeted insurance 

company and make sure that the added benefit it seeks will materialize. 

 A bank starts from scratch by establishing a new insurance company wholly owned by 

the bank. For a bank to create an insurance subsidiary from scratch is a major undertaking 

as it involves a whole range of knowledge and skills which will need to be acquired. This 

approach can however be very profitable for the bank, if it makes underwriting profits. 

 

Reasons for banks to enter into Bancassurance 

The main reasons why banks have decided to enter the insurance industry area are the following: 

For the Banks:  

1. Competition: Intense market competition between banks has led to a substantial decrease 

in the interest margins of the traditional banking products. Commission and fees from the 

selling of insurance products will supplement their earnings. Banks also see this as an 

opportunity to increase the productivity of staff since they now have the chance to offer a 

wider range of products and services to clients.  

2. Operating expenses: The high operating expenses of bank branches have led many banks 

to decrease their branch network. There is thus the need to utilize the branches and bank 

staff more efficiently - making them as profit centers and bancassurance can boost this.  

3. Customer needs: Customer preferences regarding investments are changing and with 

respect to medium-term and long-term investments, there is a trend away from traditional 

deposits towards insurance products ( e.g. unit linked products) and mutual funds where 

the return is usually higher than the return on traditional deposit accounts.  

4. Customer Retention: Banks are experiencing the increased mobility of their customers, 

who to a great extent, tend to have accounts with more than one bank. There is therefore 

a strong need for customer loyalty to an organization to be enhanced and this can be done 

by banks and insurers forming partnerships to provide their clients with a wide range of 

bank and insurance products from one source - a one stop shop approach.  
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5. Wide network: Banks aims at taking advantage of widespread branch network across the 

country in the distribution of insurance products.  

For the Insurers:  

6. Source of new business: Previously untreated clients- the bank’s client base may well be 

―virgin territory‖ for the insurance company because of geographic and demographic 

reasons. Thus the Insurance Company establish market share without having to build a 

wide agency network and incur the extra cost involved.  

7. Over dependence reduced: Insurance Companies will reduce their overdependence on 

traditional agents by making use of the bank’s network.  

8. New Products: In collaboration with the banks, insurance companies should be able to 

develop new financial products.  

9. Services: Insurance companies also should be able to share services with the banks.  

Bancassurance products 

All life insurance products are by nature products, which belong to the wider financial services 

sector. For a bancassurance operation in particular, however, the decision on the types of 

insurance products, which ft wants to sell, is very closely bound up with the methods of 

distribution, which it plans to use. This is because the effort and expertise needed to sell a given 

product must be appropriate to the skills and cost base of the chosen distribution method. A 

product, which is very hard for the available distribution channels to sell, is not going to be 

successful for the operation, whether in terms of sales volumes or of profits.  
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Apart from the traditional insurance products, bancassurers have developed special products in 

order to fulfill certain needs, which emanate from banking transactions, or to improve certain 

products in order to make them more attractive and useful to the customer. These products can 

be broken down into three categories:  

 Finance and repayment products 

 Depositors products 

 Simple standardized package products 

 

Suitability of Bancassurance to Life Insurance Products 

Traditionally, much fewer non-life insurance products are distributed through bancassurance 

than life insurance products. There are several reasons for this: 

 The main reason may be the complementary nature of life insurance and banking 

products: bank employees are already familiar with financial products and quickly adapt 

to selling insurance-based savings or pension products; 

 On the other hand, the non-life market requires special management and selling skills, 

which are not necessarily prevalent in bancassurance. In addition, such competencies 

require significant investment in training and motivation, and therefore additional costs; 

 Life insurance products are generally long-term products, which require customers to 

have complete confidence in the institution that invests their money. And we now know 

that, in many countries, banks have a better image and are more trusted than insurance 

companies; 

 Bank advisers can use their knowledge of their customers’ finances to target their advice 

towards specific needs. This is a major advantage in life insurance and less important in 

personal injury insurance; 

 Some professionals also refer to the claims management aspect of personal injury 

insurance, which could have a negative impact on brand image. This would seem to 

explain why for a long time bancassurance operators hesitated to offer these types of 

product. 
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Distribution channels 

Some bancassurers started out by selling simple products, which could be sold in large volumes 

but which usually, had low margins to cover expenses and profits. If we compare how products 

and distribution are related to the profits of an organization, we will come to the conclusion that 

the more complex the products sold are, the higher the required margins will need to be. The 

above Figure shows this relationship. Bancassurers make use of various distribution channels: 

 Career agents 

 Special advisers 

 Salaried agents 

 Bank employees 

 Corporate agencies and brokerage firms 

 Direct response 

 Career agents with suitable training, supervision and motivation can be highly productive 

and cost effective. Moreover their level of customer service is usually very high due to 

the renewal commissions, policy persistency bonuses, or other customer service-related 

awards paid to them. 

 However, many bancassurers avoid this channel, believing that agents might oversell out 

of their interest in quantity and not quality. Such problems with career agents usually 

arise, not due to the nature of this channel, but rather due to the use of improperly 

designed remuneration and/or incentive packages. 

 Special advisers: special advisers are highly trained employees usually belonging to the 

insurance partner, who distribute insurance products to the bank corporate clients. 

Usually they are paid on a salary basis and they receive incentive compensation based on 

their sales. 

 Salaried agents: salaried agents have the same characteristics as career agents. The only 

difference in terms of their remuneration is that they are paid on a salary basis and they 

receive incentive compensation based on their sales.  
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 Bank employees: bank employees can usually sell simple products. However, the time, 

which they can devote to insurance sales, is limited and a limited target market, i.e. those 

customers who actually visit the branch during the opening hours. In many set-ups, the 

bank employees are assisted by the bank financial advisers. In both cases, the bank 

employee establishes the contact to the client and usually sells the simple product whilst 

the more affluent clients are attended by the financial advisers of the bank, which are in a 

position to sell the more complex products. 

 Set-up/acquisition of agencies or brokerage firms: The advantage of such arrangements is 

the availability of specialists needed for complex insurance matters and - in the case of 

brokerage firms - the opportunity for the bank clients to receive offers not only from one 

insurance company but from a variety of companies. In addition, these sales channels are 

more conceived to serve the affluent bank client. 

 Remuneration packages and incentive schemes 

To raise productivity and lower costs in today competitive economic environment, organizations 

are increasingly setting compensation objectives based on a pay-for performance standard. The 

designer of the remuneration package should seek to develop a package, which helps each one in 

the distribution channels to feel that they get a fair reward for their contribution- The 

compensation package is perhaps the most important element in a sales organization which will 

influence the volume of business, the costs, the profitability, the productivity and the customer 

care. 

 Financial services providers need to be sure they have the right people, in the right jobs, 

with the right skills, and at the right price. 

 A package therefore needs to be designed to attract and retain the kind of people the 

company needs in order to develop the kind of sales organization the company wants. 

 In developing this package an organization must have clearly in mind the vision of how it 

wants to be in the future, not just now? 

 Before its implementation the package must be dearly communicated and explained to 

every single person involved in the bancassurance venture.  
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Training 

Sales force training for bancassurers 

a) The sales force will need to have (at least) basic knowledge of the banking products sold by 

the operation and of the range of distribution channels in force 

b) Building up a relationship with bank staff: 

The sales agent needs to learn to cooperate with bank employees and must team how to build 

effective relationships with people whose job motivation may be very different to his/her own. 

c) The bank expectations of customer service: the sales agent and sales manager must under-

stand and be prepared to meet the standards for customer service which the bank expects in 

respect of its customers. 

Bank employee training for bancassurers 

The bank employees will need to be trained in the following aspects of the insurance business: 

 Features of the insurance products sold 

 How to identify and approach a potential customer 

 Basic insurance needs 

 Handling basic objections 

 Other distribution channels and products 

 Expected roles 

 Procedures 

 Remuneration and incentive schemes 

 Cultures 

 Customer service 

Methodology 

Objectives 

1. To look at general level of sales and service supplied by Bank Employees 

2. To evaluate how motivated Bank Employees are to generate Bancassurance products 

sales 
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Research Design: 

Research design is the arrangement of conditions for collection and analysis of data in manner 

that aims to combine relevance to the research purpose with economy in procedure of data. It is a 

blue print specifying every stage of action in the course of research. The research design adopted 

in this study for collecting primary data is Descriptive research design. It is concerned with the 

research studies with a focus on the portrayal of the characteristics of a group or individual or a 

situation. The main objective of such studies is to acquire knowledge. The major purpose of 

Descriptive research is description of the state of affairs, as it exists at present.  

Sampling Design: 

A sampling design is a definite plan for obtaining a sample given population. There are different 

methods of sampling. Here Convenience sampling technique has been used.  

Convenience Sampling:      

This method of sampling involves selecting the sample elements using some convenient method 

without going through the rigor of sampling method. The researcher may make use of any 

convenient base to select the required number of samples. Accordingly, the area selected for the 

study was bank branches in Rohtak & Bahadurgarh 

Sample Size: 

Sample size refers to the number of items to be selected for the universe to constitute a sample. 

The total sample size was taken to be 50. The bank employees were selected on random basis 

from various bank branches. 

Method of Primary Data Collection 

The method followed in obtaining the primary data was through the structured questionnaire. 

I used a Questionnaire for obtaining the primary data for analysis from Bank employees. A 

questionnaire is a form prepared and distributed to secure responses to certain questions. Here a 

well-structured questionnaire has been prepared with all the important details regarding 

Bancassurance to be asked from Bank Employees. 
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Analysis 

Analysis to Profile - AGE FACTOR: 

AGE LIMIT NO. OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE 

20-25 6 12  

25-30 10 20 

30-35 12 24 

35-40 13 26 

Above 40 9 18 

TOTAL 50 100 

 

INFERENCE: 

 From the above table it can be inferred that 12% of the respondents belongs to 20-

25 age limit, 20% of the respondents belongs to 25-30 Age limit, 24%of the 

respondents belongs to 30-35 Age limit, 26% of the respondents belong to 35-40 

Age limit and the remaining 18% of the respondents belongs to above age 40. 

Hence the majority of the respondents fall in to the category of 35-40 Age limit. 

Analysis to Profile - GENDER: 

 GENDER NO. OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE 

Male  38 76 

Female  12 24 

TOTAL 50 100 

 
INFERENCE:  

 From the above table it can be observed that 76% of the respondents are Male and 

24% of the respondents are female. Hence the majority of the respondents are 

Male. 

Analysis to Profile - ANNUAL INCOME: 

NO. OF CHILDREN NO. OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE 

<2 LAKHS 11 22 

2-4 LAKHS 22 44 

4-6 LAKHS 13 26 

Above 6 LAKHS 4 8 

TOTAL 50 100 

 
INFERENCE: 
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 From the above table it can be seen that 22% of the respondents are earning less 

than 2 lakhs p.a., 44% of the respondents are earning 2-4 lakhs p.a., which is the 

major percentage, 26% of the respondents are earning 4-6 lakhs and the remaining 

respondents are earning above 6 lakhs p.a., 

Analysis to Profile - MARITAL STATUS: 

MARITAL  STATUS NO. OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE 

Single 14 28 

Married 36 72 

TOTAL 50 100 

 

INFERENCE: 

 From the above table, it can be seen that 28% of the respondents are single and 

72% of the respondents are married. Hence the majority of the respondents are 

married. 

Analysis to Profile -  NO. OF CHILDREN: 

NO. OF CHILDREN NO. OF RESPONDENTS PERCENTAGE 

Yes 32 64 

No 2 4 

N/A 14 28 

TOTAL 50 100 

 
INFERENCE: 

 From the above table it can be seen that 68% of the respondents who have got 

married are having children and 4% of the respondents are not having so far. 

Analysis to Q.1.  Do bank employees treat insurance policies as their primary product? 

65

35

Secondary Product

Primary Product
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INFERENCE: 

 Only 35% employees said that they sell insurance products as their primary product, they 

give same preference like their other products and 65% employees say they does treat 

insurance product as secondary product. 

Analysis to Q.2. Do banking structures support insurance policies?  

 

95

5

Yes

No

 

INFERENCE: 

 95% employees agree that Banks data base stricter and confidence of customers 

towards Banking Sector and diversification Strategy support insurance policies and 

5% Employees does not agree with this statement. 

Analysis to Q.3.Key factors for the success of Bancassurance 
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50%

15%

15%
20%

Top Management 

Involvement of bank

Staff

Distribution Strategies

Target Customer

Segments & Products

 

INFERENCE: 

 20% Employess said that it is from Commitment from the Top Management and 

50% Empolyess said that Involvement of Bank Branch Staff and 15% employess 

said it is due to Distribution Strategies and remaining 15% employees said it is due 

to Target Customer Segments & Products. 

Analysis to Q.4. Reasons for entry of banks into Bancassurance 

 

 

45%

25%

20%

10%

competition

Increased

income 

Reduction of 

Cost

increase the

productivity 

 

 

 

INFERENCE: 
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 45% employess answer this question as Intense competition between banks and 

25% employess replied its due to Increased income generated and 20% employees 

said it also Reduction of the bank fixed costs, and remaining 10% employees said 

it helps in Opportunity to increase the productivity of staff. 

Analysis to Q.5. Do Banks provide Bancassurance training for bank employees?   

5%

95%

No

Yes

Slice 3

Slice 4

 

 

 

INFERENCE: 

 95% Employees agree that banks provide bancassurance training and 5% bank 

employees does not agree with this statement. 

 

Analysis to Q.6. Requirement level of Training for Bank Employees  

50%

30%

20%

selling techniques 

Basic Features

Procedures and for Customer

service

 

 

INFERENCE  
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 30% employees demanded training about features of the insurance products, 50% 

employees required training for the selling techniques and remaining 20% 

employees required training for Procedures and for Customer service. 

Analysis to Q.7.Advantages of Bancassurace to the bank 

10%

40%

30%

20%
Sales Oriented Culture

Increase Return on Assests (ROA)

Increase Customer Satisfaction

Reduce Expenses

  

 

 

INFERENCE  

 40% employees said bancassurance helps increase Return on Assets (ROA) by 

increasing their income and 20% employees said It can cover operating expenses 

and also reduce its fixed cost. Remaining 30% employees said it helps to improve 

overall customer satisfaction and also increase in brand awareness and remaining 

10% employees said it Can establish sales oriented culture among the employees 

Analysis to Q.8. Reason for buying the Insurance policies through Banks? 

ADVANTAGES Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

Expert advice 17 28 26 22 7 

Convenience 20 44 24 12 0 

Trust 12 41 35 8 4 

 

INFERENCE  
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 A)17% of the respondents strongly agree with the advantage of expert advice in 

buying through banks and the same is agreed by 28 %. 26% of the respondents 

remained neutral and 22%, 7% of the respondents strongly disagree and disagree 

respectively. 

 B)  20% of the respondents felt convenience in buying insurance policies through 

banks and they strongly agree to that. Also 44% agree the same. But 24% stayed 

neutral whereas 12% disagreed this point. No one strongly disagreed the same. 

 C) 12% of the respondents strongly agree and 41% agree with the advantage of 

easy accessibility.35% remains neutral. Only 8% disagree and 4% strongly 

disagree to this view. 

 Thus, majority of the respondents agree with the advantages in buying the 

insurance policies through banks. 

 

 

Analysis to Q.9. Bancassurance, a recent addition to the distribution channels of insurance 

is gaining importance. What in your opinion are the reasons for the same? 

10%

90%

Not in Favour

Favour

 

 

 INFERENCE: 
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 90% Employees are in favour that bancassurance is an additional fee based income as 

commission, improved resource utilization, protection against NPA, additional cash-flow 

through premium deposits, and potential for getting new customers by offering special 

deals, to insurance companies- greater geographical reach through bank’s network, 

financial gain through bank’s database, gaining credibility in customers, introduction of 

co-branded products, ease of operations etc. and 10% Employees are not in favour that 

bancassurance doesn’t help to the distribution  channels.  

Analysis to Q.10. What are the benefits banks derive from tie-ups with insurance players in 

addition to earning commission? 

35%

10%
25%

30%
Universal Financial

Service Provider

Increased Motivation

of Bank Employees

High Rate of Return

Diversification of

Product

 

 

35% Employees said Bank is a universal service provider. Banks know the financial health of 

every one of their customers. They can come up with a detailed profile and would be in a 

position to identify their financial needs – housing, education, marriage, pension etc. 25% 

Employees said bancassurance gives high return on investment, Banks are able to convert more 

business from a customer and fetch more money into deposit, which has a direct influence in the 

balance sheet of the bank, high return on investment. 30% Employees said with the knowledge 

sharing handshake with insurance company, banks may provide a range of products to the 

customers on their relationship and branding in both life and non-life areas. 10% Employees said 

that It increases the marketing force and strengthens as well, motivation to the employees due to 

incentive offerings. In the era of financial convergence,  
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Analysis to Q.11. Key factors for the successful sale of insurance policies through a banking 

network? 

30%

45%

25%

Brad Distribution

Network

Favorable legal

framework

Market Image

 

INFERENCE: 

 45% employees the reason behind the maximum sale is  favorable legal framework and 

25% employees said customer buy maximum products from bank because good Market 

image of  bank and  remaining 30% employees said the it is because of braod  

distribution network of banks. 

Analysis to Q.12. Regulatory changes for success of Bancassurance 

10%

90%

Not in Favour

Favour

 

INFERENCE:  

 90% Employees said Regulatory changes should be kept separate from the life insurance 

industry. Although bancassurance may trigger this restructuring much earlier than 
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anybody anticipates, bancassurance regulations should not be changed to accommodate 

the needs of the less fortunate players. 

 

Analysis to Q.13.  Suitability of Bancassurance to Life Insurance Products 

55%

45% Life Insurance Products

Non Life Insurance Products

 

INFERENCE: 

 55% employees Life insurance products are  long-term products, which require 

customers to have complete confidence in the institution that invests their money. 

banks have a better image and are more trusted than insurance companies 

 Remaining 45% employees said Bank advisers can use their knowledge of their 

customers’ finances to target their advice towards specific needs 

 

 

Analysis to Q.14. Remuneration of Bank Employees  for selling insurance products? 

40%

60%

Incentives

Gifts

Slice 3

Slice 4
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INFERENCE: 

 60% employees said they get rewards with gifts based on their selling performance in 

promoting both insurance products. Remaining 40% employees said they get incentives 

according to their performance. 

Suggestions 

Some of the suggestions that we discovered include: 

1. Appropriate compensation plans − critical to bancassurance success 

Use of the traditional salary-plus bonus plan for bankers and a mainly commission plan for 

agents will not make for bancassurance success, we were told. Instead, a hybrid plan, one that 

rewards everyone for good results created by all, works best.  

2. Complex products and underwriting must go 

The best approach is a limited portfolio of simply designed products. And it’s time to move 

underwriting into the 21st century. One company in Europe, for instance, does ALL its 

underwriting on-line, approving 96% of the applications. 

3. One person can (and must) sell all products − insurance, investments, banking 

We’ve a few regulatory hoops to jump through in this country in order to make this happen, but 

clearly this is the model to follow. It will, of course, demand from us both simple products and 

excellent training. 

4. Banks are the key to the middle markets 

The middle income market has been abandoned by most insurers in theU.S. as most companies 

try to position themselves in the small and over crowded affluent market. But both Spain and 

Britain have demonstrated that the middle market can be lucrative and that it can be developed 

effectively by banks. 

Conclusion 

Bancassurance has already been in force in some form or the other. For example, banks have 

already been selling personal accident and baggage insurance directly to their credit card 

members as a value addition to their products. Banks have also been distributing the mortgage- 

linked insurance products like fire and motor vehicle insurance to their customers. Most of these 

have been a part of add-on with the existing services and products. They, however, are yet to use 
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their information and database on saving habits of customers to generate the leads for insurance 

business. Harnessing the potential requires that the banks develop competencies in using their 

database effectively. In addition to training in selling, the staff needs support in analytics. They 

need to integrate insurance products in their portfolio of products. Given the complexity of 

selling the insurance products through the banks, the strategy should be to maintain the 

simplicity of products and meet the expectations of the customers. For example, we know that 

life insurance products include term and whole life, pensions and retirement as well as savings 

plans with risk coverage thus covering the most essential needs of the customers. In non-life 

basic policies, the personal accident cover, property insurance cover, etc., are being marketed. In 

bancassurance, given the entities involved and the training requirements, the product choice 

portfolio has to be kept simple and could be limited to ten products. The main objective behind 

this limit is to speed up the training process of the frontline sales personnel with the new 

products. Given the growth in the insurance sector, the banks are expected to move fast. To the 

insuring company, bancassurance gives ready access to the market but the success of this 

strategy hinges on keeping the product design simple and integrating the partners into the new 

thinking. The banking staff would require training to approach the customer with a new mind-

set. The banks so far have responded to the demands from customers — for example, making 

a draft based on request from the customer, opening of a new account, etc. As partners, the 

insurance company and the bank will have to work on certain preliminaries before entering into 

this channel of distribution.  
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